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Serpent & Dove
Hunted meets The Wrath and the Dawn in this bold fairytale retelling—where court
intrigue, false identities, and dark secrets will thrill fans of classic and
contemporary fantasy alike. Princess Alyrra has always longed to escape the
confines of her royal life, but when her mother betroths her to a powerful prince in
a distant kingdom, she has little hope for a better future. Until Alyrra arrives at her
new kingdom, where a mysterious sorceress robs her of both her identity and her
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role as princess—and Alyrra seizes on the opportunity to start a new life for herself
as a goose girl. But as Alyrra uncovers dangerous secrets about her new world,
including a threat to the prince himself, she knows she can’t remain silent forever.
With the fate of the kingdom at stake, Alyrra is caught between two worlds, and
ultimately must decide who she is and what she stands for. Originally selfpublished as an ebook and now brought to life with completely revised text, Thorn
also features an additional short story set in-world, The Bone Knife.

Scarlet (The Lunar Chronicles Book 2)
Crown Princess Zwaantie of Sol harbors a dangerous secret. One she has managed
to hide even from the ever present sun. She doesn't want to be queen. Desperately
trying to avoid responsibility she does the unthinkable. She falls in love with a
slave. When Zwaantie's mother decides it's time for her to get married, she
frantically tries to form a plan to escape the crown. After three attempts on her life,
Zwaantie fears that the sun has recognized her plans and is now trying to kill her
for being disobedient. When a high prince from Stella, the barbaric country across
the mist, arrives seeking her hand, Zwaantie sees and opportunity to escape her
death. As those around her discover her plans, they unravel and she fears not only
for her own life, but the survival of her kingdom.
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The Kiss of Deception
Naomi has never tried to run away until now. Because now, her father wants her to
get married. At sixteen. The deadly cult that had kept her trapped for all these
years just got a hundred times worse. Naomi sees no way out until one dark night
when the impossible happens. That night, a boy sneaks into her room, kisses her
and opens her eyes to a whole new, supernatural power. Using her newfound
power, she fights back and discovers that she's not the only one with power.
Download now to find out if good really can defeat evil.

Evolutionary Witchcraft
A learned and serious manual to Witchcraft for the mature practitioner, by one of
the craft's leading teachers.

Whitethorn Woods
Valancy lives a drab life with her overbearing mother and prying aunt. Then a
shocking diagnosis from Dr. Trent prompts her to make a fresh start. For the first
time, she does and says exactly what she feels. As she expands her limited
horizons, Valancy undergoes a transformation, discovering a new world of love and
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happiness. One of Lucy Maud Montgomery's only novels intended for an adult
audience, The Blue Castle is filled with humour and romance.

The Lost Book of the White
Working to overthrow Queen Levana, a fugitive Cinder and her companions search
for Rapunzel-like hacker Cress, who has been trapped on a satellite since childhood
and who has received orders from Levana to foil Cinder's efforts. By the bestselling author of Scarlet.

How to Keep a Boy from Kissing You
Naomi had a devastating choice to make. And she chose wrong. At least, that's
how it feels back in Arkansas with Kai. She tries to remind herself that she had
reasons for this choice, good ones. But as the darkness inside of her grows, she
begins to doubt that she'll ever be able to feel the light again. Especially with Kai
embracing his role as the Master Destroyer. Destroyers start killing Guardians.
Everyone thinks that Kai is the only one who can stop it. But Naomi knows bettershe alone can end it all. But how? Buy now to learn if Naomi ever finds out or if she
has to watch more friends die.
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Circus of the Dead
Seth has come from the past to the present seeking something that might help him
save his country from destruction. He has been in the present for over three years
now, and he just found exactly what he has been looking for.

The Coldest Girl in Coldtown
A New York Times Bestseller "Love, longing, and rich scenes of daily life. What
could be sweeter than a trip to an Irish village packed with robust native
characters." —The Christian Science Monitor When a new highway threatens to
bypass the town of Rossmore and cut through Whitethorn Woods, everyone has a
passionate opinion about whether the town will benefit or suffer. But young Father
Flynn is most concerned with the fate of St. Ann’s Well, which is set at the edge of
the woods and slated for destruction. People have been coming to St. Ann’s for
generations to share their dreams and fears, and speak their prayers. Some
believe it to be a place of true spiritual power, demanding protection; others think
it’s a mere magnet for superstitions, easily sacrificed. Father Flynn listens to all
those caught up in the conflict, as the men and women of Whitethorn Woods must
decide between the traditions of the past and the promises of the future.
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Scattered Ashes
"For over twenty years, I've been lied to--magic burns within my veins, and I'm
unable to resist its call." Mirella wants to be a normal college student but she's far
from normal. Since she was born, her mother has been hiding the truth. Mirella is a
descendent of a powerful bloodline that spans centuries, a bloodline that gives her
an uncontrollable sixth sense. Masked men desire her blood. Strangers long for her
to join their cause, and a gorgeous man with magic of his own seeks to forge a
forbidden bond between them. For Mirella, there is no escape. Bodies surface, and
killers run rampant as her people are hunted and slaughtered. Mirella is the only
one who can save them. Trapped in a life she doesn't want, Mirella must find the
strength to summon the power inside of her--or risk the extinction of her kind. An
exciting and heart stopping urban fantasy novel, Heart Seeker is the first book in
the brand-new series, The Fire Heart Chronicles. With plenty of romance, intrigue,
and mystery, readers will love this supernatural new adult tale featuring a strong
heroine that's equal parts dark and magical. The Fire Heart Chronicles (series
complete!) Heart Seeker (Book 1) Flame Caster (Book 2) Earth Shaker (novella)
Sorrow Bringer (Book 3) Soul Wanderer (Book 4) Fate Summoner (Book 5) War
Maiden (Book 6)

The Briar King
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The second book in The Lunar Chronicles series by Marissa Meyer. This is not the
fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget. SCARLET BENOIT'S
grandmother is missing. The police have closed her case. The only person Scarlet
can turn to is Wolf, a street fighter she does not trust, but they are drawn to each
other. Meanwhile, in New Beijing, Cinder will become the Commonwealth's most
wanted fugitive - when she breaks out of prison to stay one step ahead of vicious
Queen Levana. As Scarlet and Wolf expose one mystery, they encounter Cinder
and a new one unravels. Together they must challenge the evil queen, who will
stop at nothing to make Prince Kai her husband, her king, her prisoner . . . ***Red
Riding Hood-meets-Percy Jackson in a thrilling new spin on Grimm by Marissa
Meyer, the author of Cinder.***

The Lies of Locke Lamora
"A brilliant debut, full of everything I love: a sparkling and fully realized heroine, an
intricate and deadly system of magic, and a searing romance that kept me reading
long into the night. Serpent & Dove is an absolute gem of a book." —Sarah J. Maas,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of A Court of Thorns and Roses series Bound
as one, to love, honor, or burn. Book one of a stunning fantasy duology, this tale of
witchcraft and forbidden love is perfect for fans of Kendare Blake and Sara Holland.
Two years ago, Louise le Blanc fled her coven and took shelter in the city of
Cesarine, forsaking all magic and living off whatever she could steal. There,
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witches like Lou are hunted. They are feared. And they are burned. As a huntsman
of the Church, Reid Diggory has lived his life by one principle: Thou shalt not suffer
a witch to live. But when Lou pulls a wicked stunt, the two are forced into an
impossible situation—marriage. Lou, unable to ignore her growing feelings, yet
powerless to change what she is, must make a choice. And love makes fools of us
all. Set in a world of powerful women, dark magic, and off-the-charts romance,
book one of this stunning fantasy duology will leave readers burning for more.

Storm and Fury
An account of the "trial of public school teacher John Thomas Scopes for teaching
the theory of evolution in class 'held in July 1925, in Dayton, Tennessee.'"--Library
Journal.

Destroyer Angel
My one piece of advice: Never kiss a stranger. See, I kind of kissed this sexy man
at the bar on a dare once, and it turns out he's a Royal Fae destined to be my
mate. Now I've been dragged to the Elemental Fae Academy to control the powers
I unlocked that night. So kissing? Yeah, that won't happen again. Nope. Lesson
learned. Except, I kind of kissed Titus, too. And well, now, I'm in a world of trouble.
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I keep burning things down, flooding dorms, and I've attracted the campus mean
girl brigade. This Fae Realm is a nightmare come to life. Truly. But there are
dreams here, too. Sexy ones. And they're in the form of five Elemental Fae
mentors. They're supposed to help me control my powers, but who's going to keep
the elements from controlling me? Note: This is a medium burn reverse harem
paranormal romance, and book one of the Elemental Fae Academy trilogy.

Queen of the Dawn
They say that the Thorn of Camorr can beat anyone in a fight. They say he steals
from the rich and gives to the poor. They say he's part man, part myth, and mostly
street-corner rumor. And they are wrong on every count. Only averagely tall,
slender, and god-awful with a sword, Locke Lamora is the fabled Thorn, and the
greatest weapons at his disposal are his wit and cunning. He steals from the rich they're the only ones worth stealing from - but the poor can go steal for
themselves. What Locke cons, wheedles and tricks into his possession is strictly for
him and his band of fellow con-artists and thieves: the Gentleman Bastards.
Together their domain is the city of Camorr. Built of Elderglass by a race no-one
remembers, it's a city of shifting revels, filthy canals, baroque palaces and crowded
cemeteries. Home to Dons, merchants, soldiers, beggars, cripples, and feral
children. And to Capa Barsavi, the criminal mastermind who runs the city. But
there are whispers of a challenge to the Capa's power. A challenge from a man no
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one has ever seen, a man no blade can touch. The Grey King is coming. A man
would be well advised not to be caught between Capa Barsavi and The Grey King.
Even such a master of the sword as the Thorn of Camorr. As for Locke Lamora

Midnight Angel
Sweet sixteen and never been kissed . . . That’s Aurora Skye’s big secret. And the
way she wants it to stay. She’s not going to give away her first kiss to just anyone.
Busy dodging suitors and matchmaking for her best friends, Aurora (not so)
patiently awaits her prince. But everything changes when Aurora is coerced into a
lead role in the school production of Much Ado about Nothing. Which means she’ll
have to lock lips with her co-star Hayden Paris—the smart and funny boy next door
who also happens to be the bane of her existence, always around to see her at her
worst. Now Aurora is more determined than ever to have her first kiss with the one
who’s truly worthy of it. But first she’ll have to figure out just who that person is.
Romantic and funny, Tara Eglington's How to Keep a Boy from Kissing You is a feelgood tale of finding love where you least expect it.

Elemental Fae Academy
A spellbinding romantic fantasy inspired by Beauty and the Beast An exiled king.
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An elusive thief. And the treasure they would give their lives to possess After more
than twenty years in hiding, Alexei is returning home. His kingdom is destroyed,
his people dead or enslaved, and the magic that once protected them lost to all
but memory. His only hope to provide sanctuary for the few who remain is the
uncertain word of a traitor, a broken man who claims to know the hiding place of
Erath's greatest treasure. To find it, Alexei will have to return to the place where
Erath fell, and brave the shadowed halls of a castle that echoes with the ghosts of
his past. Zara is a woman without a future-a treasure hunter, and a thief who hates
to steal. Trapped by fate in an abandoned castle, she encounters a destiny she
could never have predicted, and uncovers a treasure far greater than she could
ever have imagined. When their paths collide, Alexei and Zara may both have a
chance to atone for past mistakes unless they kill each other first. Brought
together by enemies both expected and unexpected, they will plumb the depths of
an unimaginable betrayal and forge the foundations of a love they would risk
anything to keep. A gripping tale of adventure, betrayal and romance, Shadow and
Thorn is the fourth book of the Andari Chronicles, a series of interconnected but
stand-alone fairy tale retellings. Recommended Reading Order: Traitor's Masque
Goldheart Pirouette Shadow and Thorn

Stella and Sol
Aspen doesn't know how to behave in front of the shifter dragon king. And the
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consequences are deadly. But, Aspen, never one to fear much of anything, tells
him to get lost. If she knew who he was, she might act differently. But to her, Sid is
just a reminder of a past she'd rather forget. Sid won't leave Aspen alone, because
she's the one girl that might be able to help save him and the rest of the dragons.
He hadn't planned on falling love The complete 5 book series included in this box
set!

The Great Monkey Trial
I don't care what my cousin says; I am not the queen of impossible relationships. I
mean, just because my last boyfriend tried to kill me and left a bit of a scar on my
neck, then forced me to move across the country and legally change my name to
Reese Randall to escape him, does not mean- Oh, who am I kidding? For a
freshman in college, I have to have the worst dating track record ever. It's no
wonder love is the last thing on my mind when Mason Lowe enters my life. But the
chemistry between us is like bam! Our connection defies logic. And he's just so
freaking hot. Being around him makes me feel more alive than I've ever felt before.
I even like bickering with him. He could be my soul mateexcept for one teeny tiny
glitch. He's a gigolo. Boy, do I know how to pick them.

Shadow and Thorn
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Genies are only good for one thing. Devouring. Liv is everything any genie could
want in a mistress. Beautiful, young, and na�ve. And she unknowingly summons
Gabe from his three thousand year imprisonment. Now Gabe has only one thought.
Elicit the death wish from her beautiful lips. But Liv doesn't cooperate. Instead she
does the impossibleshe steals Gabe's heart. Gabe is now torn between two
powerful desires because he needs to kill her. But he wants to love her. The longer
he is with her the stronger the desire to kill becomes until he can't resist anymore
Download this heart-stopping paranormal romance now!

The Rose and the Thorn
I've never tried to run awayuntil now.Because now, my father wants me to get
married. At sixteen.The deadly cult that had kept me trapped for all these years
just got a hundred times worse. I see no way out until one dark night when the
impossible happens. That night, an angel sneaks into me room, kisses me and
opens my eyes to a whole new, supernatural power. Using my newfound power, I
fight back and discover that I'm not the only one with a secret.Download now to
find out if good really can defeat evil.This title formerly released as The Thorn
Chronicles Books 1-4: Kissed, Destroyed, Secrets & Lies

Ink Witch
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From #1 New York Times bestselling authors Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu
comes the second book in the Eldest Curses series and a thrilling new adventure
for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood, for whom a death-defying
mission into the heart of evil is not just a job, it’s also a romantic getaway. The Lost
Book of the White is a Shadowhunters novel. Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec
Lightwood. They’re living together in a fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max, has
started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are peaceful and quiet—as
peaceful and quiet as they ever are, anyway. Until the night that two old
acquaintances break into Magnus’s apartment and steal the powerful Book of the
White. Now Magnus and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back. They need
to follow the thieves to Shanghai, they need to call some backup to accompany
them, and they need a babysitter. Also, someone has stabbed Magnus with a
strange magical weapon and the wound is glowing, so they have that to worry
about too. Fortunately, their backup consists of Clary, Jace, Isabelle, and newly
minted Shadowhunter Simon. In Shanghai, they learn that a much darker threat
awaits them. Magnus’s magic is growing unstable, and if they can’t stop the
demons flooding into the city, they might have to follow them all the way back to
the source—the realm of the dead. Can they stop the threat to the world? Will they
make it back home before their kid completely wears out Alec’s mom?

God of the Sun
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There are many ways to die at the Circus of the Dead. You're invited to witness
them all. Mom sent me all the way across the country to the Louisiana bayou to
join the circus and help my uncle for the summer. Except there is something not
quite right on this swampy cursed island, and after having my fortune told, I can't
leave. I try to escape, but Benny, an all too charming ghost gangster tries to kill
me by feeding me to a tiger. Thankfully I'm rescued by Samuel, the incredibly hot
ringmaster who can't be a day over twenty. Can he? In addition to avoiding the
human scorpion, staying away from the big cats, and having trouble figuring out
who's dead and who's alive, I have to find a way to escape this horror show. Will I
get out of the circus alive or will I join their army of ghosts and become a murderer
myself? Welcome to the Circus of the Dead. Fans of Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, Bianca
Scardoni and Laura Thalassa will devouor this tale. If you loved Anna Dressed in
Blood or the Night Circus, you'll adore Circus of the Dead.

Guardian Angel
Naomi has never tried to run awayuntil now.Because now, her father wants her to
get married. At sixteen.The deadly cult that had kept her trapped for all these
years just got a hundred times worse. Naomi sees no way out until one dark night
when the impossible happens. That night, an angel sneaks into her room, kisses
her and opens her eyes to a whole new, supernatural power. Using her newfound
power, she fights back and discovers that she's not the only one with a
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secret.Download now to find out if good really can defeat evil.This title previously
published as Kissed: The Thorn Chronicles Book 1

Carnelian
Naomi had a devastating choice to make.And she chose wrong.At least, that's how
it feels back in Arkansas with Kai. She tries to remind herself that she had reasons
for this choice, good ones. But as the darkness inside of her grows, she begins to
doubt that she'll ever be able to feel the light again. Especially with Kai embracing
his role as the Master Destroyer.Destroyers start killing Guardians. Everyone thinks
that Kai is the only one who can stop it. But Naomi knows better--she alone can
end it all.But how?Buy now to learn if Naomi ever finds out or if she has to watch
more friends die.This title previously released as Destroyed: The Thorn Chronicles
Book 2

Price of a Kiss
Trapped in a dark cult, sixteen-year-old Naomi Aren has lived a quiet, albeit
unhappy, life nestled deep in the hills of the Ozarks. With uncut hair, denim skirts,
and only roses for friends, Naomi seldom questions why her life is different from
other kids at school. Until the day her abusive father, who is also the cult's leader,
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announces her wedding. Naomi must marry Dwayne Yerdin, a bully who reeks of
sweat and manure and is the only one person who scares her worse than her
father. Then she meets Kai, the mysterious boy who brings her exotic new roses
and stolen midnight kisses. Kisses that bring her a supernatural strength she never
knew she had. As the big day approaches, Naomi unearths more secrets of about
her father's cult. She learns she has power of her own and while Kai may have
awakened that power, Naomi must find a way to use it to escape Dwayne and her
father-without destroying herself.

Passion Ignites
A whole new series from the world of the Echo Trilogy. Three years ago, the gods
abandoned us. We've been alone ever since. Kat Dubois is immortal, and she's
retired. She's long since hung up her sword and left assassinating immortals to
someone elseanyone else. She's now a hard drinking, sass-flinging Seattle tattoo
artist with the innate ability to read people's fortunes using her charmed deck of
tarot cards. Her days of bloodshed are over, and she has nothing but time--an
eternity, in fact--to hide from her past. Until someone from her past shows up on
her doorstep with news that her beloved older brother and mentor, Dominic, has
gone missing. Kat may be the only person with the right skills--and access to the
right magic--to track him down. She must confront her past if she's to have any
chance of finding and saving her brother. She must fight her demons. She must
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embrace the power within her. She must become the Ink Witch. MORE BOOKS IN
THE ECHO WORLD: ECHO TRILOGY Echo in Time Resonance (an Echo Trilogy
novella) Time Anomaly Dissonance (an Echo Trilogy novella) Ricochet Through
Time KAT DUBOIS CHRONICLES Ink Witch Outcast

Shadow and Bone
If you're forced to marry an enemy prince, being the crown princess is useless.
Zwaantie decides to take matters into her own hands and develops an elaborate
plan to run away to a land where the sun never shines. At least she'll be free. But
the danger that lurks in the darkness may be more dangerous than the man she
ran from. With breathless romance, unexpected betrayal, and a ruthless hidden
dictator, this incredible fantasy will leave you begging for more.Download Now.

Kissed
Combining the sorcery of The Night Circus with the malefic suspense of A Secret
History, Thorn Jack is a spectacular, modern retelling of the ancient Scottish ballad,
Tam Lin—a beguiling fusion of love, fantasy, and myth that echoes the imaginative
artistry of the works of Neil Gaiman, Cassandra Clare, and Melissa Marr. In the
wake of her older sister’s suicide, Finn Sullivan and her father move to a quaint
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town in upstate New York. Populated with socialites, hippies, and dramatic artists,
every corner of this new place holds bright possibilities—and dark enigmas,
including the devastatingly attractive Jack Fata, scion of one of the town’s most
powerful families. As she begins to settle in, Finn discovers that beneath its pretty,
placid surface, the town and its denizens—especially the Fata family—wield an
irresistible charm and dangerous power, a tempting and terrifying blend of good
and evil, magic and mystery, that holds dangerous consequences for an innocent
and curious girl like Finn. To free herself and save her beloved Jack, Finn must
confront the fearsome Fata family . . . a battle that will lead to shocking secrets
about her sister’s death.

Cress
Crushed by the death of her true love, Zwaantie doesn't know how she can keep
living. When she discovers devastating information about both kingdoms, she has
to step up and take the crown with Leo, who despises her for betraying him.
Otherwise, secrets could be revealed that would prove deadly to her and those she
loved. Unsure of how to navigate her new role as queen of both worlds, and utterly
heartbroken, Zwaantie tries to hide in Leo's shadow and retreats to Sage's room
whenever possible. When the Voice takes control of both Stella and Sol, she must
find her resolve to protect her kingdoms.
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Destroyed
Two thieves want answers. Riyria is born For more than a year Royce Melborn has
tried to forget Gwen DeLancy, the woman who saved him and his partner Hadrian
Blackwater from certain death. Unable to get her out of his mind, Royce returns to
Medford with Hadrian but the two receive a very different reception --- Gwen
refuses to see them. The victim of abuse by a powerful noble, she suspects that
Royce will ignore any danger in his desire for revenge. By turning the thieves
away, Gwen hopes to once more protect them. What she doesn't realize is what
the two are capable of --- but she's about to find out. Chronological Order The
Crown Tower (Riyria Chronicles #1) The Rose and the Thorn (Riyria Chronicles #2)
Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations #1 & #2): contains The Crown Conspiracy &
Avempartha Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations #3 & #4): contains Nyphron Rising
& The Emerald Storm Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations #5 & #6): contains
Wintertide & Percepliquis

The Thorn Chronicles-Books 1-4
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of
the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that
she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.
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The Blue Castle
Sunday's power is gone And she is bound and determined to get it backor at least
do something useful. When Puck offers to let her tag along on a mission to root out
rogue Guardian groups, she jumps at the chance to help. But along the way,
Sunday discovers that maybe the Guardians aren't the good guys she thought they
were. What Sunday does will leave you speechless Download now to find read this
thrilling end to the series. This title previously released as Lies: The Thorn
Chronicles Book 4

Thorn
Princess Lily, the eldest of twelve sisters and heir to a mighty kingdom,
desperately seeks a break from her mother's matchmaking. Tradition forbids
marriage with the man Lily loves, so she would rather rule alone than marry
someone who only wants the crown. Fleeing an overzealous suitor, Lily stumbles
into a secret underground kingdom where she and her sisters encounter a
mysterious sorcerer-prince and become entangled in a curse that threatens the
safety of her family and her people. Lily can free them, but the price for freedom
may be more than she's willing to pay. The Firethorn Crown, a re-imagining of "The
Twelve Dancing Princesses," is the first in the Firethorn Chronicles, a series of
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stand-alone novels inspired by fairy tales and other stories. Follow the sisters on
their adventures in a land where sorcery is feared, women can rule, and dragons
fly.

The Smoking Lamp
“A wonderful tale . . . It crackles with suspense and excitement from start to
finish.”—Terry Brooks Two thousand years ago, the Born Queen defeated the
Skasloi lords, freeing humans from the bitter yoke of slavery. But now monstrous
creatures roam the land—and destinies become inextricably entangled in a drama
of power and seduction. The king’s woodsman, a rebellious girl, a young priest, a
roguish adventurer, and a young man made suddenly into a knight—all face
malevolent forces that shake the foundations of the kingdom, even as the Briar
King, legendary harbinger of death, awakens from his slumber. At the heart of this
many-layered tale is Anne Dare, youngest daughter of the royal family . . . upon
whom the fate of her world may depend. Praise for The Briar King “Starts off with a
bang, spinning a snare of terse imagery and compelling characters that grips
tightly and never lets up. . . . A graceful, artful tale from a master
storyteller.”—Elizabeth Haydon, bestselling author of Prophecy: Child of Earth “The
characters in The Briar King absolutely brim with life. . . . Keyes hooked me from
the first page,and I’ll now be eagerly anticipating sitting down with each future
volume of the Kingdoms of Thorn and Bone series.”—Charles de Lint, awardPage 22/27
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winning author of Forests of the Heartand The Onion Girl “A thrill ride to the end,
with plenty of treachery, revelation, and even a few bombshell surprises.”—Monroe
News-Star (LA)

Thorn Jack
The Coldest Girl in Coldtown is a wholly original story of rage and revenge, of guilt
and horror, and of love and loathing from bestselling and acclaimed author Holly
Black. Tana lives in a world where walled cities called Coldtowns exist. In them,
quarantined monsters and humans mingle in a decadently bloody mix of predator
and prey. The only problem is, once you pass through Coldtown's gates, you can
never leave. One morning, after a perfectly ordinary party, Tana wakes up
surrounded by corpses. The only other survivors of this massacre are her
exasperatingly endearing ex-boyfriend, infected and on the edge, and a mysterious
boy burdened with a terrible secret. Shaken and determined, Tana enters a race
against the clock to save the three of them the only way she knows how: by going
straight to the wicked, opulent heart of Coldtown itself. The Coldest Girl in
Coldtown is a wholly original story of rage and revenge, of guilt and horror, and of
love and loathing from bestselling and acclaimed author Holly Black.

The Dragon Kings
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"Jennifer L. Armentrout is a master of weaving rich contemporary realism with
magic and mayhem. Her characters will grab hold of your heart and refuse to let
go. Every page left me wanting more."—New York Times bestselling author Brigid
Kemmerer Meet Trinity Marrow, a girl with an explosive secret whose hiding place
has just been discovered Eighteen-year-old Trinity may be going blind, but she can
see and communicate with ghosts and spirits. Her gift is the reason she’s been in
hiding for years in a compound guarded by Wardens—shape-shifters who protect
humankind from demons. If the demons discover the truth about Trinity, they’ll
devour her to enhance their powers. When Wardens from another clan arrive with
reports that something is killing both demons and Wardens, Trinity’s world
implodes. Not the least because one of the outsiders is the most annoying and
fascinating person she’s ever met. Zayne has secrets of his own—but working
together becomes imperative once demons breach the compound and Trinity’s
secret comes to light. To save her family and maybe the world, she’ll have to trust
Zayne. But all bets are off as a supernatural war is unleashed Books in The
Harbinger Series: Storm and Fury Rage and Ruin

Heart Seeker
A debut entry in a new trilogy by the author of the Jenna Fox Chronicles introduces
Princess Lia, who flees an unwanted marriage and expectations about her
supernatural legacy only to be pursued by her jilted fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
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The Thorn Chronicles
He consumed her with that kiss, leaving no question that whatever was happening
between them was meant to be-that it had always been meant to be HE LOVES
FOR ETERNITY Thorn is the bad boy of the Dragon Kings, a gorgeous, reckless
warrior whose passions run wild and fury knows no bounds. When he sees the
brave, beautiful Lexi being lured into the Dark Fae's trap, he has no choice but to
rescue her from a fate worse than death. But by saving this tempting mortal, he
exposes himself to his fiercest enemy-and darkest desires. As the war between
Dragons and Fae heats up, so does the passion between Lexi and Thorn. And when
love is a battlefield, the heart takes no prisoners SHE LIVES FOR VENGEANCE Lexi
is on a mission of justice. Every day, she searches for the monster who murdered
her friend. Every night, she hides in the shadows and plots her revenge. But the
man she seeks is more dangerous than she ever imagined. He is one of the Dark
Fae who preys on human life, who uses his unearthly power to seduce the
innocent, and who is setting a trap just for her. Nothing can save Lexi from a
creature like this-except the one man who's been watching her every movein
Passion Ignites by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant.

The Firethorn Crown
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Aurelia Constantine is having a rough century.Plagued by visions of murder, death
and destruction, she has resigned herself to the nightmare her life has become.
When an enemy from her past comes to her rescue, she must let go of old wounds
and heal the breach so she may survive the evil poisoning her mind.Rhys Stevens
is guilty.Murder. Betrayal. Treason. Take your pick; he's guilty of them all. On the
path of redemption, he must beg for forgiveness from the one person he fought to
save - the woman he has always loved.Thrown together in the trenches of war,
they must work as a team to stop a monstrous puppet master from pulling their
strings.Ashes, ashes. We all fall down.Get ready to burn.
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